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TENZO COLOUR NO. MATERIAL

Design by: Tenzo Design studio 
This product is designed by Tenzo 
Design studio. The design is  
contemporary, classic and  
minimalistic, always with usability in 
mind. 

Flexible and versatile
Choose between a wall-hung piece 
of furniture or make it freestanding 
with any of the optional leg  
packages.

Mitred corners
The collection presents  
beautiful mitred corners and a 
semi-rounded edge. Both details 
ensure a fashionable and classic look. 

WALL

654 SOFT WHITE/OAK

005 SOFT WHITE
Top, bottom, sides: MDF 
Shelf, dividing sides: chipboard 
Fronts: chipboard

Veneer
The high-quality oak veneer gives 
the selected pieces in the Wall 
collection an extra feeling of  
sophistication.

FSC®-certified 
products
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DESIGN BY:
Tenzo Design studioWALL

Soft white 
9001204005

Soft white/Oak 
9001204654

1204
Sideboard 1 door, 3 drawers
W:113 x D:41,5 x H:61 cm

1210
Legs, 4-p 
W:2,5 x D:9 x H:15 cm

Soft white
9001205005

Soft white/Oak
9001205654

1205
Sideboard 2 doors,  3 drawers
W:168,5 x D:41,5 x H:61 cm

Black 
9001210824

1434
Legs
Ø:2,8/3,5  x H:18 cm

Oak
9001434054



Wall is a contemporary furniture collection that truly exudes modern Scandinavian simplicity.  
Crafted with meticulous attention to detail, each piece features seamlessly crafted mitred corners 
and rounded edges at the front. All these details give the Wall furniture sophistication and elegance. 
Designed to elevate living rooms as well as dining areas and even hallways, our collection promises 
you years of functional elegance.
Versatility is the keyword for this storage collection; all pieces can be wall-hung or paired with  
different optional legs, giving you every possibility to personalise your piece of storage furniture to 
your needs. Thanks to the construction this is an extra sturdy and stable collection, and the veneer 
parts are of high quality. All this adds up to a collection with an extra touch of finesse and quality.

FINESSE AND VERSATILITY AT ITS FINEST
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